SUGGESTIONS


- **Identify an adviser to work with.** Students are entitled to have a single adviser present at his or her hearing. Advisers may be currently enrolled Dartmouth students, members of the Dartmouth faculty, and members of the Dartmouth administration. Many students work with an Assistant Dean (Office of Dept. of Undergraduate Students) or someone within the Dartmouth community who has experience with the COS.

- **If you are an international student, consult with the International Office** as suspension or separation from the College will terminate a student's F-1 or J-1 visa status. [603-646-3474] Email: Marcia.Calloway@Dartmouth.edu.

- **If you are an NCAA athlete, consult with the Athletics Compliance Office** as various sanctions may impact your eligibility. [603-646-1378] Email: Katelyn.D.McPherson@Dartmouth.edu

- **If you receive financial aid, contact the Financial Aid office** to understand the impact possible sanctions of your aid package. [603-646-2451] Financial.Aid@Dartmouth.edu

- **Reach out to other people in your life for support.**
GENERAL SUPPORT RESOURCES

- **24-Hour College Dispatch** [603-646-4000] Safety.and.Security@Dartmouth.EDU
  Safety & Security, the Safe Ride Service, the Dean on Call, or the Counselor on Call can be reached any time at this number.

- **Office of Judicial Affairs** [603-646-3482] Judicial.Affairs@Dartmouth.edu
  Judicial Affairs oversees the hearing process. The staff is available to students and families to answer questions about the process, suggest advisers, and provide referral information to other offices and resources.

- **Undergraduate Deans** [603-646-2243] Dean.of.Undergraduate.Students@Dartmouth.edu
  Undergraduate Deans often serve as advisers or assist students in identifying an adviser. If you identify an adviser who is unfamiliar with the College's disciplinary process, your undergraduate dean is available to consult with both of you. Undergraduate Deans can also advise you on academic concerns during this time.

- **Hanover Police Department** [911] or [603-646-2222] policedepthanoavernh.org
  To seek emergency assistance, dial 911. You can also contact the non-emergency number above to report a possible crime or seek information about a previous report.

CONFIDENTIAL SUPPORT RESOURCES

- **Counseling & Human Development** [603-646-9442] Counseling.and.Human.Development@Dartmouth.EDU
  Counselors provide confidential support, counseling and treatment for students. Your student health fee covers most student counseling services.

- **Dick's House Student Health Center** [603-646-9440]

- **The Tucker Center** [603 646-3780] Rabbi Daveen Litwin
  The William Jewett Tucker Center inspires and supports members of the Dartmouth community to cultivate a deep sense of meaning and purpose through spiritual, ethical and moral exploration and engagement.